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We are a leading manufacturer specializing in producing stainless steel moka pot,
cafeteria and OEM items.

We strive to designing, engineering and manufacturing ODM and OEM products 
for companies including large international brands.

Our in-house quality control system assures that your products are manufactured 
and delivered according to the relevant norms and with the necessary 
country-specific tests.
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Parts of the moka pot



gitta
moka pot



gitta
moka pot

model no.: GA3904MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: GA3906MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: GA3910MP
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: GA6404SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: GA6406SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: GA6410SB
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: GA7804MC
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating

model no.: GA7806MC
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating

model no.: GA7810MC
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating

HOT 
ITEM



gitta
moka pot

model no.: GA9804SC
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating

model no.: GA9806SC
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating

model no.: GA9810SC
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating



moka pot
hana



moka pot
hana

model no.: HA4604MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: HA4606MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: HA4610MP
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: HA8904SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: HA8906SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: HA8910SB
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: HA6804MC
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating

model no.: HA6806MC
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating

model no.: HA6810MC
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished /
               black color coating   

HOT 
ITEM



moka pot
hana

model no.: HA3004SC
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating

model no.: HA3006SC
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating

model no.: HA3010SC
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed /
               black color coating



pippi
moka pot



pippi
moka pot

model no.: PI7404MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: PI7406MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: PI4904SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: PI4906SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed



moka pot
quinn



moka pot
quinn

model no.: QN5502MP
capacity: 2cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: QN5504MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: QN5506MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: QN5510MP
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: QN7702SB
capacity: 2cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: QN7704SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: QN7706SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: QN7710SB
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed



rikku
moka pot



rikku
moka pot

model no.: RU2702MP
capacity: 2cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU2704MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU2706MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU2710MP
capacity: 10cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU2002SB
capacity: 2cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: RU2004SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: RU2006SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: RU2010SB
capacity: 10cup
finishing: satin brushed



rikku
milk jug

model no.: RU6935MP
capacity: 350ml
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU6935SB
capacity: 350ml
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: RU6635MP
capacity: 350ml
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RU6635SB
capacity: 350ml
finishing: satin brushed



rumi
moka pot



rumi
moka pot

model no.: RI8804MP
capacity: 4cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RI8806MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: RI1904SB
capacity: 4cup
finishing: satin brushed

model no.: RI1906SB
capacity: 6cup
finishing: satin brushed



suvi
cafeteria



suvi
cafeteria

model no.: SI1603MP
capacity: 3cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: SI1606MP
capacity: 6cup
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: SI1608MP
capacity: 8cup
finishing: mirror polished



wren
drip pot



wren
drip pot

model no.: WN2960MP
capacity: 600ml
finishing: mirror polished

model no.: WN2960SB
capacity: 600ml
finishing: satin brushed
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